Cookie Policy
1. Introduction
XP Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates ('XP'), uses cookies to ensure that the best experience will
be provided while you visit our websites. Some of the cookies are required to provide essential
functionality, such as login sessions, and cannot be disabled. Other cookies are collected to
improve the performance of our website and your experience through personalized content,
social media features and traffic analysis. We respect your privacy and we are committed to
ensuring that you are adequately informed on how you can manage your cookies.

2. What are Cookies?
Cookies are small data files written to your computer when you visit a website, stored in a file
located within your web browser.
Cookies do not transfer viruses or malware to your computer or mobile phone. Because the
information in a cookie does not change when it moves back and forth, there is no way it could
affect how your device runs. Therefore, they act as logs (user activities), being updated every
time a website is visited.
We may obtain information about you by accessing cookies, sent by our website. Different types
of cookies keep track of different activities.

3. Why are Cookies useful?
We use cookies to analyze how users navigate our websites, as well as track and improve the
performance and operation of our websites. This activity allows us to provide a high-quality
experience, since we will be able to quickly identify and solve any problems that may arise.
We may use cookies to record which pages of the website are most popular and which method
is most effective of linking them. It also helps us to identify if you have found us by another
website, allowing us to improve our future advertising campaigns.
Another function of cookies is to store your sessions, which means that when you access your
account to check your account, a session cookie is installed so that the website "remembers"
that you have already logged in. If the website did not have this cookie, it would be necessary
to inform your access credentials at every page you would access.

4. Types of Cookies we use
•

•

Functional Cookies: These cookies are essential for the operation of the website.
Without these data, our websites would not work properly. These are temporarily
stored as login information and expire as soon as the browser is closed.
Custom Cookies (Analytical / Promotional / Other): Other non-essential cookies, which
allows us to offer targeted experiences that match your profile more accurately. This
way we can present relevant and interesting advertising to each user. We are also able
to analyze each user's browsing in order to improve the overall experience and to

identify areas of the website that may require maintenance. This information is
anonymous (it cannot be used to identify you and does not contain personal
information such as name or email address) and is used for statistical purposes only.

5. Cookies Table
a. XP LOG Website
Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xplog.riweb.com.br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xplog.riweb.com.br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xplog.riweb.com.br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

xplog.riweb.com.br

Session

b. XP MALLS Website
Domain

Name

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xmalls.riweb.com.br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0
@

10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the

Functional

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xmalls.riweb.com.br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xmalls.riweb.com.br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

2 years

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to
calculate the visitor,
session, campaign data
and track website usage
for site analysis report.
Custom
Cookies store
information
anonymously and assign
a randomly generated
number to identify
unique visitors.

xmalls.riweb.com.br

.riweb.com.br

Session

_ga

.riweb.com.br

_gid

1 day

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to store
information about how
visitors use a website
and helps create an
analytical report of how
Custom
the website is
performing. The data
collected, including the
number of visitors, the
source from which they
came and the pages
visited anonymously

.riweb.com.br

_gat_gtag_UA_5145909

10 minutes

This is a Google analytics
cookie, used to track the Custom
request rate.

c.

XP Crédito Imobiliário Website

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the

Custom

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xpcreditoimobiliario.
riweb.com.br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpcreditoimobiliario.
riweb.com.br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpcreditoimobiliario.
riweb.com.br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

2 years

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to
calculate the visitor,
session, campaign data
and track website usage
for site analysis report.
Custom
Cookies store
information
anonymously and assign
a randomly generated
number to identify
unique visitors.

1 day

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to store
information about how
visitors use a website
and helps create an
analytical report of how
Custom
the website is
performing. The data
collected, including the
number of visitors, the
source from which they
came and the pages
visited anonymously

xpcreditoimobiliario.
riweb.com.br

.riweb.com.br

.riweb.com.br

Session

_ga

_gid

d. XP Maxi Renda Website
Domain

.google.com

Name

_GRECAPTCHA

xpmaxirenda.riweb.c
avisoCookie
om.br

ri.enfoque.com.br

Lifetime

Description

Type

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

Custom

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functionals
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpmaxirenda.riweb.c
fonte
om.br

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpmaxirenda.riweb.c
MeusFavoritos
om.br

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

2 years

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to
calculate the visitor,
session, campaign data
and track website usage
for site analysis report.
Custom
Cookies store
information
anonymously and assign
a randomly generated
number to identify
unique visitors.

1 day

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to store
information about how
visitors use a website
and helps create an
Custom
analytical report of how
the website is
performing. The data
collected, including the
number of visitors, the
source from which they

xpmaxirenda.riweb.c
Session
om.br

.riweb.com.br

.riweb.com.br

_ga

_gid

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

came and the pages
visited anonymously

.riweb.com.br

e.

_gat_gtag_UA_133569140_1

10 minutes

This is a Google analytics
cookie, used to track the Custom
request rate.

Lifetime

Description

Type

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

Custom

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

XP INFRA II Website

Domain

.google.com

Name

_GRECAPTCHA

xpinfra.riweb.com.br avisoCookie

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpinfra.riweb.com.br fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpinfra.riweb.com.br MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

xpinfra.riweb.com.br Session

.riweb.com.br

_ga

2 years

This cookie is installed by
Google Analytics. The
cookie is used to
calculate the visitor,
session, campaign data
and track website usage
for site analysis report.
Custom
Cookies store
information
anonymously and assign
a randomly generated
number to identify
unique visitors.

.riweb.com.br

_gid

1 day

This cookie is installed by
Custom
Google Analytics. The

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

cookie is used to store
information about how
visitors use a website
and helps create an
analytical report of how
the website is
performing. The data
collected, including the
number of visitors, the
source from which they
came and the pages
visited anonymously

.riweb.com.br

f.

_gat_gtag_UA_140608771_1

10 minutes

This is a Google analytics
cookie, used to track the Custom
request rate.

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

XP Hotéis Website

Domain

Name

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xphoteis.riweb.com.
br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xphoteis.riweb.com.
br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xphoteis.riweb.com.
br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

xphoteis.riweb.com.
br

Session

g. XP Properties Website
Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xpproperties.riweb.c
om.br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpproperties.riweb.c
om.br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpproperties.riweb.c
om.br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

xpproperties.riweb.c
om.br

Session

h. XPIN Website
Domain

Name

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xpin.riweb.com.br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

Domain

Name

Lifetime

Description

Type

xpin.riweb.com.br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpin.riweb.com.br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

Custom

xpin.riweb.com.br

Session

i. XP EXETER Website
Domain

Name

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

xpexeter.riweb.com.
br

avisoCookie

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpexeter.riweb.com.
br

fonte

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpexeter.riweb.com.
br

MeusFavoritos

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

Custom

xpexeter.riweb.com.
br

Session

j. XP IDEAZARVOS Website
Domain

.google.com

Name

_GRECAPTCHA

Domain

Name

xpideazarvos.riweb.c
avisoCookie
om.br

ri.enfoque.com.br

Lifetime

Description

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Type

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpideazarvos.riweb.c
fonte
om.br

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpideazarvos.riweb.c
MeusFavoritos
om.br

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

Custom

6 months

Stores the date that the
user provided consent in Functional
the cookie banner.

xpideazarvos.riweb.c
Session
om.br

k. XP Infra Debênture Website
Domain

.google.com

Name

_GRECAPTCHA

xpinfradebenture.riw
avisoCookie
eb.com.br

ri.enfoque.com.br

cbdc+j3wh3KRVFBK7V3n4S0@ 10 years

Data is not saved on
users' machine, only
used to traffic data
through servers. In the
ri.enfoque.com.br that
triggers the COTACAO,
Functional
HIST, DATA routes that is
used in the session
variable, the token,
which contains asset
code, and date and time
of token creation.

xpinfradebenture.riw
fonte
eb.com.br

1 year

Stores the font size that
the user has chosen.

Custom

xpinfradebenture.riw
MeusFavoritos
eb.com.br

1 year

Stores the link of the
page that the user chose
to bookmark.

Functional

Domain

Name

xpinfradebenture.riw
Session
eb.com.br

Lifetime

Description

Type

Session

Stores the user's
language preferences
while the site session is
active.

Functional

Lifetime

Description

Type

6 months

Cookie required when
executed for the
purpose of providing
your risk analysis.

Custom

l. XP SELECTION Website
Domain

Name

.google.com

_GRECAPTCHA

6. Manage Cookies
Most browsers are configured to automatically allow the use of cookies on your devices.
However, the following mechanisms are available for you to manage your cookie preferences:
•

Delete Cookies - To delete the cookies collected on your device, you must access the
settings/preferences section of your browser and search for the option to delete
browsing data and cookies.

•

Block or Allow Cookies - If you do not want websites to store cookies on your computer,
you can block it. Please be informed that this may prevent some pages from running
properly. This setting should also be performed in your browser by accessing the privacy
settings/preferences section, where you can make the proper configuration if you want
to accept, block, or receive requests about primary and third-party cookies.

Please refer to your browser's instructions for performing the settings mentioned above:
•
•

Google Chrome <link: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=pt-BR>
Internet Explorer <link: https://support.microsoft.com/pt-br/topic/excluir-e-gerenciar-cookies168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-ede5947fc64d>

•
•

Safari <link: https://support.apple.com/pt-br/guide/safari/sfri11471/mac>
Firefox <link: https://support.mozilla.org/pt-BR/kb/protecao-aprimorada-contra-rastreamento-firefoxdesktop?redirectslug=ative-e-desative-os-cookies-que-os-sites-usam&redirectlocale=pt-BR>

•

Opera <link: https://help.opera.com/en/latest/web-preferences/>

7. Additional Information
We are committed to keeping your personal information safe. For more information on how we
process your personal data, please read our Privacy Policy.

